
“Are these statements True or False?”

What to do if you are being bullied...
Can you fill in the blanks for these tips?

*  __ Avoid_____ situations where bullying can happen.
*  Tell the bully to stop... “Le ave Me _ Alone__!”
*  If someone is picking on you, __ Walk___ Away
*  Talk to an adult you can trust, such as a:

___Teacher______________
___Administrator___________
___Parent_______________

*  Don’t __ Blame______yourself for the bully’s a ctions.
*  Try to act __ Confident_______.
*  Do NOT resort to __ Violence____. 

Teacher
Blame

Violence
Avoid
Parent
Alone

Confident
Administrator

Walk

1.  Bullies are looking for attention.  If you ignore them, they will stop.  True / False
False - Bullies are looking for control, and they rarely stop if the behavior is ignored.  Bullying
usually increases if the bullying is not addresed by adults.

2  Targets of bullies need to learn to stand up for themselves and deal with the situation.  True / False
False - Victims of bullies are usually younger or physically weaker than their attackers.  They
also lack the social skills to develop supportive friendships.  They cannot deal with the situation
themselves.

3.  Most bullying happens away from school.  True / False
False - Although bullying occurs outside of school or on the way to and from school, most
occurs on school grounds:  in classrooms, in hallways, and on playgrounds.

4.  Bullying affects only a small number of students.  True / False False - At any given time, about
25% of students are the targets of bullies and about 20% are engaged in bullying behavior.

5.  Teachers usually know if bullying is a problem in their classes.  True / False False - Bullying behav-
ior usually takes place out of sight of teachers.  Most targets are relucant to report bullying for
fear of embarrassment of retaliation, and most bullies deny or justify their behavior.
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Punching *    Poking     *     Teasing     *     Gossip     *     Threatening
Rumors     *     Pushing     *     Taunting     *     Shunning



There are many kinds of bullying hiding in this puzzle.
Can you find them all?
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